
“Make things happen”

The COVID-19 crisis is significantly accelerating digital transformation and 

fundamentally transforming the business landscape.

Will the transition from the on-site to the digital world mean that 

experiential learning is diluted or compromised?

Will it make it boring, unengaging and ineffective?

We say NO!!! 

Facing the new training paradigm, 

we guarantee the highest level:

• Learning

• Impact

• Engagement

• Growth

• Results

• Fun

Do you want to know 

more information or 

get more details? 

Excellent! 

We'll tell you about it!

Write us
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www.habittud.com

“Marketing is no longer 

about the things you sell, 

it's about the stories you 

tell”

Seth Godin

Story Telling; the power of 
stories

“Productivity is never an 

accident. It is always the 

result of a commitment to 

excellence, intelligent 

planning and focused effort”

Paul J. Meyer

Productivity and efficiency 
in Smart Working

“A leader takes people where 

they have never gone alone”

Hans Finsler

“Generations do not grow old. 

Every young person of any age 

and civilization has the same 

possibilities as ever”

Cesare Pavese

Leadership by trust, 
empowerment and 
closeness (Intergenerational)

“You can't control every 

situation in your life, but 

you can control every 

attitude toward those 

situations”

Zig Ziglar

Uncertainty management, 
fear and resilience

“To exert a beneficial 

influence on others, it is 

indispensable to share in 

their joys”

Juan Bosco

Influence techniques 
through the screen

“Whoever does not know how 

to adapt will be relegated and 

doomed to disappear. Digital 

transformation is not an 

option”

Manuel Cermerón

Offshore Team Management 
and Development

Learning Pills

“Truth is in the discovering, 

not in the discovered”

Nisargadatta

Practical application of 
Mindfullness

“Lack of communication 

leaves too much room for 

imagination”

Anonymous

How to deal with complex 
but necessary 
conversations

“The mind that opens itself to 

a new idea will never return 

to its original size”

Albert Einstein

Innovation & Creativity 
(Design Thinking)

“Training does not change 

the world, it changes the 

people who are going to 

change the world”

Paulo Freire

Train the Trainer (on-line)

“In the digital age, the wisest 

thing to do is to dare”

Shimon Peres

“People will forget what you 

said, they will forget what you 

did..., but they will never 

forget how you made them 

feel”

Maya Angelou

Virtual Sales Call

“No matter how high a 

mountain is, there is always 

a way to the top”

Anonymous
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